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As much as we might not want to believe it we do not heal people. As therapists we might 

give people the tools in which to heal, to heal more rapidly and to reduce the risk of re-

injury but we don’t heal people. 

I have been giving this concept more thought following a patient I treated earlier this month 

for chronic lower back pain. Through both manual therapy and rehab we were able to 

eliminate his symptoms of 20 years. Given the longevity of his symptoms, the patient was 

unsurprisingly very pleased and stated ‘You’ve healed me!’ I hadn’t, far from it really, I had 

just given the brain and the body an opportunity to correct itself through the means of the 

manual therapy techniques I had used and the patients rehab exercises.  

In the instance above, the majority of rehab I used was PRI driven to correct pelvic 

positioning and some Active Release Techniques to complement the identified restrictions. 

Had I used only manual therapy and/or other rehab based techniques I could have got the 

same results. Whatever systems of treatment or rehab we use, the key is to give the body 

and brain ‘opportunity.’  
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We all know the brain is KING. It pretty much controls and drives everything we do, from 

sleep to hunger, to emotions to movement. Relating to injury and pain, we know control of 

movement is highly important. Whether due to acute trauma or insidious onset, the 

likelihood someone has developed pain or resulting injury is because of change. Change can 

occur locally i.e. quad haematoma as a result of a collision, causing bleeding in and/or 

between muscle fibres. Change can occur away from the initial injury site. For example 

insidious related lower back pain could be traced back to someone suffering an ankle 

inversion injury 5 years ago. Changes or compensation may have resulted, changing what 
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movements are occurring up and/or down the chain, causing altered mechanics at the lower 

back. Its only when dysfunction or pain becomes evident that we begin to notice and that’s 

when patients and athletes seek our help. A low grade quad contusion isn’t likely to cause 

any long term issues if managed well acutely. However, the old ankle injury might. The 

restriction of movement or altered movement occurring at the ankle could alter what is 

happening up the chain from the ankle to the skull. 

The detail below showing what should happen at different joints during the heel strike of 

walking/running, and goes a long way in showing how change in one joint, affects 

everything else within the system.  
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At the point of heel strike the body will be moving towards the following; 

Joint Movement 

Subtalar Everting and externally rotated 

Ankle Dorsi-flexing 

Knee Flexing 

Hip  Flexing, adducting and externally rotating 

Pelvis Anterior tilting, hiking and rotating away from stance leg 

Lumbar and Thoracic Extending, laterally flexing towards and rotating away from stance 
leg 

Ribs Posteriorly tilting, dropping and rotating towards stance leg 

Cervical Flexing, laterally flexing away and rotating away from stance leg 

Skull Anterior tilting, hiking and rotating away from stance leg 

 



Clearly one change anywhere within the change will result in change everywhere else. Going 

back to the old ankle injury it can be clearly seen how changes locally in the ankle will 

change everything else that follows up the chain during walking/running.  

Inability to fully dorsiflex the ankle through range may in turn mean more knee flexion, hip 

flexion might be required to enable the centre of mass and weight distribution to occur 

effectively during gait. The distribution of weight is imperative to allow the transition 

between the phases of gait; heel strike to mid-stance to toe off. 

Compensations are however, unlikely to stop at the hip and changes might be evident and 

could be traced through the pelvis, lumbar and thoracic, cervical and skull joints. Clearly, 

one small change can result in further changes elsewhere in the system. 

Going back to the theme of this article, I believe the key to treatment success is not 

necessarily what systems of manual therapy and rehab we choose. In my experience those 

systems that improve movement and then incorporate such improvements into practice 

have the greatest success. I believe this is because we are giving the brain and the body and 

experience of the new available movement. This might be something they have not 

experienced for a very long time. This allows the brain to explore and realise that movement 

is both available and ‘normal’ and is key to treatment success and reduced incidence of re-

injury. 

We don’t heal. We just give patient the tools to heal themselves and facilitate that process. 

The biggest and most powerful tool we have is the brain so we would be silly to omit it from 

our interventions. 

Hope this has been of interest and thanks for reading. 

Andy Barker PT 


